2024 MEMBERSHIP

Information Technology (IT) Examination (E) Working Group
of the Examination Oversight (E) Task Force

Ber Vang, Chair                                      California
Shane Mead, Vice Chair                               Kansas
Blase Abreo                                          Alabama
Mel Anderson                                         Arkansas
Ken Roulier/Michael Shanahan                         Connecticut
Ginny Godek                                          Illinois
Jerry Ehlers                                         Indiana
Dmitriy Valekha                                      Maryland
Kim Dobbs/Cynthia Amann                              Missouri
Andrea Johnson                                       Nebraska
Eileen Fox                                           New York
Colton Schulz                                        North Dakota
Metty Nyangoro                                       Ohio
Eli Snowbarger                                       Oklahoma
Diana Sherman                                        Pennsylvania

NAIC Support Staff: Bailey Henning/Topher Hughes